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SOVIET WORK ON AUTOMATIC CONTROL

IN OUTER SPACE (1957 - 1967)

B. N. Petrov and B. V. Raushenbakh (SSSR)

ABSTRACT. The history of automatic con-
trol in Russia is reviewed. This includes:
temperature control, launch vehicles, communi-
cation satellites, weather satellites, plane-
tary satellites, lunar satellites, manned
flights.

,
The ten years that have passed since the day the first artl- /l___l

ficlal celestial body was launched into space, the day opening a

new era in the history of the subjugation of nature, have been

marked by the vigorous growth of rocket-space engineering. It is

impossible to name another branch of engineering in which, during

the past ten years, such impressive progress has been achieved.

The technical potential accumulated over many years, in fields

which it would appear were only slightly connected with this area,

led to the fact that in 1957 it became possible to achieve one of

the boldest ideas of mankind.

The first scientific work devoted to man's mastery of outer

space appeared in Russia at the beginning of this century in the

works of the great Tsiolkovskiy. These works, which are now

generally well known, as well as the works of his successors

initially were of a purely theoretical character. It was only in

the 1920's and 1930's that work on rockets and rocket engineering

stopped being the privilege of theoretlclans and popullzers, and

became the subject of systematic activity of scientists and en-

N
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glneers of the appropriate scientlfie research institutes and

design organizations. The successes aehleved in the prewar years

were consolidated and augmented by the work of the 40's and 50's

which expanded very broadly in the Soviet Union. The academician

S. P. Korolev was a prominent scientist in the field of rocket

engineering and was one of the organizers of this work. Korolev

,_ began his fruitful investigations mope than 35 years ago. LaPse

,_i;!". groups of scientists and designers, without whose creative contrl-

, _;;::, bution the success of the entire undertaking would have been Im-

..".._ possible, worked at the same time as S. P. Korolev on this prob-

, .", lem

, . ,_.

,. ,_ : Let us remember that, in order to create the powerful rocket-
..,,,... space complexes, it was necessary to solve problems which presented

•......
_:...',_: formidable difficulties: to create gigantic ultralight rocket de-

.i.,_/.i signs, large liquid-fuel rocket engines and a complex assembly of
|.._'_.'_,,_ ground-level equipment; to develop designs for satellites and in-

|_._:_} terplanetary equipment which were capable of prolonged operation
,',,,,i_

.._.._,.. in the specific conditions of outer space; to ensure the heat

..._,._:. shielding of space equipment with its entry into the Earth's atmos-

)..:_'_:_. phere at cosmic velocities, and, for piloted satellites, to solve
.'.,i,".'_ Thl_ li_t
•..,..._. a series of problems of a medical-biologlcal.character. .,
_..._,_ could be expanded considerably; however, let us limit ourselves to

':.'_"_ only a brief investigation of those problems which are connected

with automatic control.

One may list here the problem of creating automated stabiliza-

tion of a rocket-carrier. This not only ensures angular stabillza-

... tion, the maintenance of a given ascent trajectory and the switch-

. "_':. ing-off of the rocket engine at the necessary moment, but also /12

__:_.I._ limits the elastic vibrations of the rocket's body and the surges

I:if!I:!li!i!i!iii_ of the liquld masses in its tanks. This problem also i_ of ira-

{ portance for space equipment (for example, under the conditions

• " '" , 2
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' of correcting the flight trajectory for a soft landing on the

Moon). However, along with this, new problems also arise, such

as the creation of systems for the orientation of space equipment

which are capable of continuous operation for many months, the

development of on-board equipment complexes which automatically

• switch on and switch off the necessary instruments, the creation

._ of systems for automatically maintaining a given temperature, etc.

:. Only large teams of scientists are able, on the basis of
i%,.

"'_ theoretical, experimental and test design work, to find the cot-

s. rect answer to all the problems which arise.

,'."' Summing up the last decade, let us dwell mainly on the ques-

ts: tions of automatic control in outer space.

ii' It is more convenient to conduct an investigation of this
aspect of the development of rocket-space engineering by dividing

::i':'.%.. all space equipment into several groups, combining in them the

i ""i designs which have approximately the same purpose. If one follows

R _ such a principle, then all the space equipment which has been:%; I' created may be conveniently divided into the following groups:

i..L_:_, artificial satellites of the Earth (among them satellites of im-

"_ portance to the national economy); automatic equipment for inves-

...... tigating the Moon and the space around the Moon; automatic inter-

planetary stations for flights to the orbits of Mars and Venus and,

finally, manned spacecrafts.

The world's first artificial satellite of the Earth was

placed into orbit by the Soviet Union on October 4, 1957. This.L

,"' marked the beginning of the systematic investigation of outer

._-."_': space, and opened the prospects for mankind to go out into inter-

..',',','._.. planetary space. Following this, a large number of satellites

_ _,. of the most diverse type were launched. These satellites gave

_,':':_,.., abundant information for expanding and refining our concepts of

1972022570-TSA05
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near-Earth space.

If the first satellite was structurally simple and its launch-

ing was done mainly for the purposes of test firing the rocket-

carrier and obtaining the very first data from outer space (a study
q

of the transmission of radio waves, determining the density of the

upper atmosphere, etc.), then subsequen_ satellites were equipped

with more refir,ed equipment and more complicated problems were for-
_:_
_:._'_ mulated for them. This led to the appearance of automatic control

_, systems of a very diverse character and many ramifications. As a

_, final result, a functional circuit of the following type became

_• typical for the interval of time being investigated. A central

•_::_ switching-loglc instrument mounted on board provided automatic con-

: trol for all the main systems of the spacecraft equipment. It was

f i_: connected with the systems we have talked about and, in particular,

_i_ with the command radio link. All communications with the ground::::!i control points are accomplished along this link, and signals con-

,:_:_) firming the execution of received commands and data on the state of
i'!!;i
_: on-board systems and the operations being conducted on board are

_i!:i transmitted to the Earth along the llnk. The central instrument

_ converts the commands received by radio in the proper way, switch-

!_i_ ing on or switching off appropriate systems and performing the

_}_:! necessary logic operations, thereby coordinating the operation of
,}!:..

_ " the various space equipment systems. Among the main systems one

may list, for example, the propulsion system, the power supply sys-

tem, the scientific equipment, the temperature regulation system,

etc.

• _' The collection of systems described here is a typical example

_. of nonautomatic control. At the same time, it is clear that it is

_:, impossible to supply from the Earth the entire set of necessary

commands if one assumes that every switching on board may be

:' achieved only in this way. For example, suppose a certain drive

I
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.... exists which, by turning in one direction or another, may change

the temperature conditions of the space equipment. It is obvious

that it is necessary to rotate it, not by sending a command from

the Earth, but on the basis of signals from a temperature sensor

which has been included in the appropriate automatic regulation

" circuit. In this case, the central instrument only maintains the

_':_1, function of switching on or switching off the temperature regulat-

e::"" ing system in accomdance with the command arriving by radio

i

',. In other cases, in order to have coPrect functioning of the
_;:.

...." equipment, it is necessary to perform not a single switching on,

_,_ but a whole series of such swltchings according to a rigid time

: 1::_,.,: program. Suppose it is necessary to slow down a satellite before

:,: landing, and switching on the rocket motor is connected with this.

Then a series of necessary commands (switchings) could appear as

_.,:,.,. follows: the delivery of power to the stabilization system for a

:::_ii certain interval of time which is necessary for undoing the gyro-

scopes, the delivery of an unlocking signal to them, then a series

!i,,i of successive switchlngs which is connected with preparing the

_:,, rocket engine for firing, etc. Therefore, an instrument connected

"::_ with the central instrument mustlexist on board a spacecraft which

:,._?: stores the entire necessary set of such time programs. It must

_,_ also simultaneously perform the functions of an on-board time
''j_i'

'_, keeper. Such a device is called a time program device. Sometimes

its functions are expanded, and it may set the program for the

entire flight. In t_lis case, the necessity for supplying commands

from the Earth is theoretically eliminated and the entire control

becomes automatic. In practice, both automatic control and also

_:, control on the basis of commands from the Earth are usually used.

,', These systems duplicate one another where this is useful, and

they attempt to make the most rational distribution of the problems

between them.
[%

/.

5
/
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Regarding the scientific equipment, its connection with the

central switching-loglc instrument and other systems of the satel-

lite has a slightly different character. In the final analysis,

the main purpose of launching a satellite is to obtain scientific

data; therefore, all systems mounted on board may be regarded as

devices serv!aing the scientific equipment.

This explains the fact that the specific weight of one or

,: another of the on-board systems on the whole is determined by the

scope of scientific problems confronting tile satellite• In certain

cases, the collection of on-board automatic control systems for

the satellite drops into second place in comparison with the

i_ scientific equipment. Soviet satellites of the series "Proton"

are a characteristic example of such equipment. These satellites

}: which weigh 12.2 tons are in essence flying instruments for the
'j.

space study of superhigh energy cosmic particles by direct methods.
"t;}

i_i} It is self-evldent that in this case the scientific equipment con-

_:_ tains a number of devices operating on the automatic control prin-
iq,'t

ciple.

i_ Ten-year studies of interplanetary space have given, as is
._ known, many new and sometimes unexpected results. New directions
ii:i!
_ in science and new points of view have appeared "_owever, one

should be surprised to discover the fact that during this short

period of time artificial satellites of the Earth also have begun

to be used for national economic needs. Here, first of all, it is

necessary to mention their use for communications and in the

weather service. Satellites of the "Molniya" series, which have

been systematically launched in the Soviet Union since the be-

ginning of 1965, have enabled us to connect the eastern and

_i western regions of the country with two-way multichannel telephone,

_i_ilL phototelegraphic, and telegraphic communications. In addition to

this, the transmission of television programs was accomplished

._, - I I .... _i[1"--
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from Moscow to Vladivostok and In the reverse directicn (a dis-

tance of 6,500 kin). Also experimental transmissions of colored

television were produced between Moscow and Paris. In all these

cases, the cor_nunlcations satellite "Molynlya" operated as an auto-

matic radio relay.

q

./ In addition to the thinks we have talked about, television _4
_t

_ came,_as have been mounted on some satellites of this series.
J,

,, These cameras transmit a picture of the dlstrlbut_on of cloud sys-

', toms over vast sections of the Earth's northern hemisphere _o the

'"",_. Earth, Vast areas are covered, since the recordlnz of the_e _ys-
,%

_: terns is made from altitudes up to 40,000 kin. Data on the charact-
_ _t er of the change of the cloud systems with time are, as is known,

._;.. important meteorological information.

Special meteorological satellites which are components in the .

'_/i_}. "Meteor" system give considerably more complete and valuable in-

:.::.,.... formation for the weather service. Not only images of the cloud

._..._ and snow cover, but also data recorded by actinometric equipment

.... are transmitted to the Earth from the satellites of this system•

In the control systems for automatic satellites of the "Molni-

""_ ya" and "Meteor" classes,: "._',' oasically tL_ ,,_me functional circuit is

•,:.,i used as was described above The sole difference, perhaps, is the

absence (or sharp reduction in number) of scientific equipment and

the replacement of it by radio relay equipment in the communica-

tions satellites aud by meteorological equipment in the satellites

of the "Meteor" system. This may impose additional requirements

_- on the automatic control systems which are mounted on board the

satellites. Let us illustrate this with an example. As is known,

the satellite "Molniya" travels along a highly elongated elliptical

orbit with an apogee of the order of 40,000 km, and it is orientat-

ed at all times with its axis of symmetry towards the Sun (this

also is maintained when the satellite briefly passes through the

7
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' Earth's shadow). Such an orientation is connected with the

necessity for the constant replenishment of electric power re-

serves which come from solar batteries. It is easy to see that

in this case the angle between the direction to the Sun (and this

means also the satellite's symmetry axis) and the direction to

• the Earth will change in accordance with its motion along the or-

,.i bit, and the penell-beam pa_abolle antenna mounted on the satel-
,t, .

:_. lite must change its position with re,peat to the satelllte's

"i_ body. In o_der to achieve a homing of the antenna on the Earth,

' the antenna is equipped with an optical device which responds to

_; light from the Earth and is included in the circuit fop automat:i-
' ),

'i., tally controlling the antenna po_Itlon. Thus, in addition to the

,_ system for orienting the entire satelllte as a whole, there i_ a

j device for tracking some external reference point on board the

__' satellite.

_'"_ Systematic work in studying the celestial bodies closest to

!';':_.,;'i us --that is, the Moon, Venus and Mars --was conducted during
.. ,,:,. the past ten years in the Soviet Union simultaneously with the

study of near-Earth cosmic space. The avtomatlc interplanetary

<" " "Zond " "Venera" and "Mars" which
_!_ stations of the series "Luna, ,

:.:_.: were created for this purpose differ very substantially from the

_.ii}_i!,,. artificial satellites of the Earth, even if we limit ourselves to

i:< an investigation of only the single question of automatic control.

This difference appears mainly in the propulsion control system.

Whereas the artificial satellites of the Earth (which should not

be turned to the Earth) sometimes may be generally stripped of the

i'_ propulsion control system, on equipment designed for flights to

_ the nearest celestial bodies these systems become the systems

which are mostly responsible for determining the success of the

entire undertaking. This is connected with the fact that flights

to such great distances are unthinkable without correction of the

trajectory during the flight. This correcting maneuver must be

performed with high precision and this rewuires the orientation

8
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,':, of the space equipment to a direction known beforehand with an

error rarely exceeding minutes of angular mea_ure. In addition

to this, the problems of radio communications with space equip-

ment which is at a distance of tens and hundreds of millions of

kilometers from the Earth also have their own specifi_ character-

. Istles, All this, plus eertaln other dlstlnetlve features of the

space equipment being investigated, led to the development of
" " i,_,..

.",'. multifun_tional automatle propulsion control systems for them.
I'!,

<'., These systems are capable of solving the diverse problems which l_

....:_: arise with change_ in the flight procedures. _'or automatic inter-

• " "Venera" and "Ma_s " the,.,i,, planetary ztatlons of the series "Zond,

_ i::_'_, following procedures are characteristic:

' _., l) Prolonged orientation of the working surfaces of the

.,,/_!:i. solar batteries toward the Sun;

, _'.

_._,,',_" 2) Precise orientation with respect to celestial reference

',"._'"_"_ points before correcting the trajectory;,, , _',,,

• ''_'_'_:_ 3) Orientation of the parabolic antenna toward the Earth in

_',_:.,,,' order to establish high-information communications;

' . .4., i/'..... _,,. _) Stabilization when the correcting rocket engine is

Q!_/I"_' op erat Ing.

The first of the above listed procedures is realized by using

a special optical sensor for orientation toward the Sun. This

sensor is connected with a logic circuit enabling the circuit to

. generate the necessary control signals without obtaining infor-

,_ii.,, mation concerning the angular velocity of the space equipment.
_' The procedure is characterized by a low orientation precision

_i +- I0°) which is sufficient for normal operation of the solar

batteries and by an extremely high economy (a compressed nitrogen

"iiii[_] consumption of around BOO gf per month and an average electric.. ;),
• _j

"1972022570-TSA'l 1
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" power consumption of 2.5 watts).

The precise orlentation procedure before corrections required

the development of a complex optical-electronic sensor which was

capable of generating signals showing deviation from the reference

points (the Sun and Canopu_ were selected as th_ reference points)

. by angles on the o_,der of minute_. It is obviou_ that the perdition

, of the _ightln/_: axes to the Sun and to the star Canopu_ with ro-d4,

i: spoor to the body of the apace _tatlon may be tranzmitted to the
, station along the command radio link only after determinln_ the

'ii, actual flight trajectory. In this preclude orientation procedure,

., /. both the optical sensor signal_ and also signals from the an_ular

'_"_""J velocity gyroscopic sensors are used

, :,_,_ The procedure for the orientation of the parabolic antenna

iiii,!,i_:_i:_iII toward the Earth is also accomplished according to a slmilar

'i'!"!'_'':i{i scheme, with the only difference being that the Sun and Earth were

_:i""I selected as the reference points. The cc,_respondlng angles be-

| i" _',._'._ tween the lines of sight and the space equipment are determined

l_ .,.. i,_,)," automatically without using the command radio llnk, since the

[ i._%_p:.: flight trajectory is known beforehand with the necessary preci-

i. slon.

• ',-' ," r',,

i)i:_!)_ii The procedure for the orientation system may be given by an
appropriate command from the Earth. Switching on the communica-

tions using the parabolic antenna or the orientation with respect

to the Sun and Canopus before correcting the trajectory involw_

rotation of the space equipment, and therefore may lead to a

i _,: temporary cessation of the orientation of the solar batteries to-

: ward the Sun. If one considers that the communication sessions

that great attention is alloted to problems of the reliable tran-ii:i/'_ ' sltion from one procedure to another. In particular, the logic

"lilii::i'_'_'_'ji!}'_;:_10°f the operation of the orientation sys tem is constructed in such

1972022570-TSA12
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a way that every switching procedure is automatically terminated

when changing to the procedure for orienting the solar batteries

toward the Sun.

The stablllzatlon procedure when the rocket engine Is in
4

operation is slightly different from that eharacteristlc for the

.... rocket-tattler• Here a complex of free gyroscopes, angular velo-

city sensors, and indicators of the lateral velocity componen 4

,,:. which are being created by the rocket engine is used. The rocket
,,;'

_" engine is switched on _,y means of a signal from the gyroscopic

,_ integrator o_. longitudinal accelerations As is seen from this
i& r •

'/_, brief characterization, the stabilization system has a traditional

_:_. character. Soviet engineers have many yeE_,rsof experience in the

' creation of such systems, since the first gyroscopic systems for
(},,'¢

t__''., rocket stabilization were created and subJe_ted to flight tests

..,_'.:. in the USSR more than 30 years ago.

W_,'@,
_._:_ The entire assembly of the propulsion control system for

:..:,:'! long-range space equipment has reached a high degree of refine-

_¢'_ ment. In this connection, it is helpful to recall certain data

_._:: from the flight of "Venera-3 " During the flight. 31 communica- /16

,,a,, tion sessions were conducted (16 of them before the trajectory
.. _,,Vj.

_i_''__.' correction) during which more than 1,300 range measurements to

i'-'i: the station were made, and more than 5,000 measurements of the

radial component of the flight velocity and around 7,000 measure-

ments of the angular coordinates were performed• All of this

enabled us to conduct a continuous and very precise observation

of the actual flight trajectory. The measurements showed that,

_., as was expected, despite the good initial takeoff of the auto-

_, mati,- station on the flight trajectory towards Venus, the miss in

I,:,_ the vicinity of the planet for which it was headed would be

;"' 60,550 km from its center which exceeds by approximately a factor
<:_,i
_,.!, of five the planet's diameter. In order to change to a flight

:._! trajectory which would strike the target, 8 correction to the

1972022570-TSB01
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motion was made by firing (with the proper orientation) the rocket

engine. Thls was done when the station was at a distance of

12,900,000 km from the Earth. The trajectory measurements which

were made after the correct!on was carried out showed that _he

necessary flight velocity was obtained with a preeislon of

several eentlmeters per second. After the correction, the flight

trajectory passed at a distance of 450 km from the center of the

_i planet. Even If one considers the errors in determining the• trajectory (less than 600 km) and the inaccurate knowledge of

the astronomical constant for the solar system which gives, for

:,_i this flight, an additional error of less than 500 km, the mean

square deviation from the calculated trajectory Is no more than

800 km. If, furthermore, one takes the fact into account that it

appears as if the corridor of trajectories with its approach to

, the planet is contracted by the planet's pull of gravity (for

:!':i thls flight it decreased to approximately one hail) and that the

_.9 radius of Venus is 6,100 km, we arrive at the conclusion that

iii_. there is a i0 - 15 fold margin of accuracy for hitting the planet
i_.,, on thls flight.

5!

'_'_ In addition to everything else, this flight is remarkable in

|!i,'i that it delivered the first load to a planet of the solar system.

A systematic study of the Moon by means of rockets was begun

in the Soviet Union In 1959. It would be appropriate to dwell

here for a moment on two works which represent a stage in the

developing program.

October 4, 1959, which was exactly two years after the launch-

ing of the first artificial satellite of the Earth, marks the date
l

_ of the automatic interplanetary station "Luna-3" which was the

': first space device equipped wlth an orientation system. Such a

_:::, sybtem was necessary, since the automatic station was designed

12
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for photographing the back side of the Moon. As is known, this

experiment was successfully completed. The orientation system

used on the automatic interplanetary station "Luna-3" was rel-

atively simple. It consisted of two groups of optical sensors

(solar and lunar), gyroscopic sensors of the angular velocity, a

logic unit and a system of Jet engines operating on compressed

_: nitrogen _ that is, it contained all the main elements of
5'

,[ orientation systems. The control of this system, the photographic

_. equipment, the television, and other devices, was accomplished

" both from the command radio link and also from the on-board auto-

matic equipment which included time program devices.

_?i. This and other automatic stations similar to it were able to

_._ give only partial scientific information concerning the Moon,

'_'_i_ whereas the other part of the data could only be obtained by in-_.

_.: struments achieving a soft landing on the Moon's surface. There-
!,i<'_'

,. fore, several years after the successful flight of the automatic..., _,,:' :

.._:.._ station "Luna-3" they began in the Soviet Union to finish the work

i_:i:_ for a soft landing of space equipment on the Moon's surface, '_i _

_:':.,_: This work was successfully completed on February 3, 1966, with

|:_:_i the descent onto the lunar soil of the automatic station "Luna-9."

!:_:_:_. Space equipment of this type used a propulsion control system con-

R'_'_I' taining a system for orientation with respect to the Sun, Earth,

.' and Moon which enables a trajectory correction to be made. Such

space equipment also uses a system for stabilizing the angular

position during the operation of the correcting engine. Although

these systems differ structurally from the ones which were de-

scribed above, they resemble them a great deal, since they perform /17

very similar functions. In the system being studied, the equip-

_,._ ment for the soft landing on the Moon's surface was new in princi-

ple. It turned out to be necessary to make measurements of the

distance from the lunar surface during the flight, to switch on

the descent engine in order to reduce the approach velocity to the

13
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"'' Moon, all the time maintaining the required position of the space

•. equipment with respect to the local lunar vertical, etc. Tbe

successful solution of the new combined problems must be recognized

as one of the greatest engineering achievements•

If one glances over the path that has been followed these last

ten years it is difficult to overestimate what has been achieved

'_ in such a short period. The mastery of outer space by man required

, i,,_,:' the creation of automatic space equipment• Many achievements of

._ ._._': automatic control engineering were used in this equipment. These

. '_,(:.,,_ engineering achievements provided brilliant examples for engineer-

._.....,. Ing solutions in this fruitfully developing field• However, the

.,,,..:. main purpose of all these space efforts was not so much to obtain
' bV.,i,"

.,__;_._: new scientific data, as to outline that path along which mankind

_._ _!._ must travel. Here the development of engineering followed a path

._ _'._,.'_, opposite the usual one Up to this time even in such a young

_'.,_./i. field as aviation, everything new was investigated by men, and

_?!c_ only later and gradually did automatic control arrive in these
. ._,._ _o:..

.....•,!'_i_}_'! fields mastered by men In the field of space engineering, auto-

i_:_ _. matic control laid and is laying the paths along which man must

,.,,. travel

<!', Man dared for the first time to go out into outer space on

'_: _'_:' April 12, 1961, when Yuri Gagarln accomplished his flight in the

_. spacecraft "Vostok•" In all its main parameters, this spacecraft

..... must be referred to as automatically controlled• Although manual• I

iI control systems also were mounted on board, they were used to a

minimum degree. Regarding the automatic systems, they were made

:,_ according to the most simple and reliable schemes. In subsequent

, ._.,_ flights on spacecrafts of the series "Vostok" and "Voskhod," the

'_"_'iI__ill crew's participation in the. spacecraft control gradually increased,

and simultaneously the functions which were entrusted to the

"*:'! cosmonauts became more complicated. Scientists (K P Feoktistov,

':._. 14

i ...... i i i I I IIII ........... I
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' B.B. Yegorov) began to conduct investigations in outer space and

the cosmonaut A. A. Leonov, who in March, 1965, left the space-

craft to walk in outer space, showed that man was able to work in

outer space under the most difficult conditions.

Q The attraction of cosmonauts to the active control of space-

,.,. crafts again emphasized the importance of studying the interaction

of man and machine. A great deal of this study coincided with the
_. LY.

,_:,,_, problems which had already arisen and were being studied in avla-

,:_,, tion, but problems inherent only to astronautics also appeared.
,',;

.'_' Here we do not need to talk about the effect of weightlessness
_'.r_"_,

.'_ and other similar factors on the working efficiency of man. These

_!:" are being studied in space biology. Even if we stay away from

ii_i!ii!i';i-i!'iI these factors, we can point to a number of specific features whlch
' craft from similar problems for controlling aircraft.
i sharply distinguish the techniques for manually controlling space-

if_.!'_'.

| :_,_.._i an

i._z:_,_,, One may, for example, point to the fact that a pilot when con-

_:.<.:,..,:_trolling an aircraft accomplishes the necessary evolutions by

:_..,_:_ appropriate turns of the aircraft around its center of mass in re-
._'_',,,,

|_iii!._:.' spent to three axes. As is known, not only does the angular posi-

[......,_,,:_,_:,, tion of the aircraft in respect to fixed reference points change,

_!.i_( but also a change in the flight trajectory takes place, since the

_:: equations of motion for the aircraft as a material point contain)

terms which depend on its angular position in respect to the

velocity vector and the fixed coordinate system. Saying it another

way, the pilot changes the flight trajectory by changing the angu-

lar coordinates of the aircraft. For spacecraft the equations of

motion for the center of mass and the motion around the center of
j /'

._ . mass, as a rule, are independent, and the control problem which /18

:_"_ is presented to the cosmonaut has six independent coordinates in-

I_!iiiil!'_B_iiiiii!stead of the three coordinates in aviation.
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Furthermore, in aviation the problem of prompt reaction to a

rapidly changlnz environment plays a very big role. In certain

astronautics problems, tnis problem i-iiaintainsits illipox,ta_Iee (a

controlled descent in the atmosphere, landing on the Moon, etc.).

However, in many cases, because of the very small angular veloci-

• ties which the spacecraft develops, engineering psychology encoun-

!.;. ters the problem of an excess time and not a shortage of time.

_',. The development of astronautics has already led to the fact

, that automatic control systems have appeared which have been

especially adapted to operate in outer space conditions. We are

speaking about oporatlon in welghtle_sness, in a vacuum, with dif-

"'["/: ficult heat conditions, etc The space conditions turn out to., ,/<. •

•._.' have more than a complicating influence on the operation of the

equipment being developed. Judicial use of the properties of

,;,' outer space and the peculiarities of the dynamics of motion of

:.i/:i_i_, space equipment in outer space lead to new instrumental _!_:tions
'.' :_,,k'

,,'_i_i_., which are unknown in everyday practice here on Earth. Thus, in

:_t addition to free gyroscopes, gyro platforms, angular velocity

_!_ sensors and other similar devices used in aviation and on ships,

:./_::,= devices have appeared which can only be used in space. Let us
";_/_._ refer, for example to a gyro-orbit _ a gyroscopic instrument'/£%,

i_i_< which is able to locate the trajectory plane under the condition
• ';:< that the local vertical on an artificial satellite of a planet

already has been constructed; an infrared local vertical synthe-

sizer; a flight velocity direction sensor which uses the presence

of ions in the upper atmosphere, etc. The examples which have

been presented show that mastery of outer space by man must be,

_, and will be, accompanied by using the properties of space which
_._,'.

/,_ are useful when solving certain of the problems•

:/i_,_. The development of automatic control systems for space equlp-

"_I_'; ment was conducted and is being conducted on the basis of classical

/ ;,).'

a _ m_
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automatic nontrol theory. IIowever, it is interesting to note that

in this field we also have boon obliged to develop new branches of

theory. Even in Petards to such a problem as the investigation of

two-dimenslonal vibrations which had been studied in detail, they

have succeeded in finding new and unexpected results. Thus, for

example, it turns out that the consumption of the working medium

by the orientation engines is quantlzed, and changes abruptly with

a continuous increase of the external moment acting on the space

equipment. A more thorough investigation of this problem led to

the necessity of working out new problems in the theory of point

transformations.

The examples which have been presented show that the creation

of the means for automatic control in outer space is not only as-

soclated with the use of instruments and theoretical solutions

which are already known, but it, in turn, enriches both theory and

also engineering practice.

Finally, the vast resources needed for carrying out the space

programs are not expended for only this sake. Probably, obtaining

scientific results connected with the possibility of directly

_tudy;l.zJ1_ou_er space do not fully Justify the expenses.

!.
All this sometimes gives rise to critical remarks, and some

prominent scientists consider the resources expended to be too high

a price for mankind to pay for the scientific results which are

being obtained. The efforts being expended are Justified by some-

thing else. We live in an era similar to the era of the great

geographic discoveries, and it is necessary to treat the mastery

of outer space not only as conducting certain scientific experi-

ments, but also as broadening the sphere of human endeavor.

Translated for National Aeronautics and Space Administration under
contract No. NASw 2035, by SCXTRAN, P. O. Box 5456, Santa Barbara,
California, 93108
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